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Product 514423

514423 Holder for Cable Attachment For use with Apple original Lightning to USB Cable. Fits devices with skin.
With tilt swivel.

This holder for cable attachment can, combined with an Apple cable, be used for charging your iPhone. First you
mount the cable into place onto the holder, then it connects automatically to your iPhone every time you place the
device in the holder.  
Note! Cable not included.The cable attachment holder can be combined with Apple original Lightning cable
(Apple article. no. MD818ZM/A. If using the Lightning-to-USB-cable with the holder, you can charge you iPhone
by connecting it to the car’s USB socket, or use it with a USB/cig-plug adapter for the car’s 12V socket.  
   
This holder fits devices with "standard" sized skins, not rugged or extra thick skins or skins with details sticking
out.  
   
The holder is equipped with a tilt swivel. It means you can easily adjust the angle or your device in order to avoid
light reflection on the screen. It also allows you to switch between portrait and landscape mode in a second.
Made of black Acetal plastic. The holder is pattern protected. Attach onto ProClip mounting platform and you will
always have your iPhone within easy sight and reach while on the road.  
   
Video: iPhone 5 holder with cable attachment (opens in new window)  
 

EAN: 7320285144231

Item no 514423 fits:
Apple iPhone 5 (For all countries)
Apple iPhone 5C (For all countries)
Apple iPhone 5S (For all countries)
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1. 2.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

4.3.

Please read all of the instructions and look at the pictures before installing.  
1. Place the connector of the cable in the hole in the lower part of the holder. Carefully press the connector
downward and forward so it passes the locking and goes into the hole. Press until you hear/feel the connector
snap into place in the holder. Loosen the screw in the center of the holder so you can remove the tilt swivel
attaching plate on the back.  
 
2. Place the attaching plate onto the desired position. Screw the attaching plate into place with the enclosed
screws. Place the holder over the attaching plate so the screw fits in the hole in the tilt swivel. Tighten the screw
firm at first, then loosen it a bit so the holder is firmly in place, but still can be adjusted.  
 
3. To place the device in the holder: Place the upper part of the device in the upper part of the holder and press it
upward so the top part of the holder slides upward. Press the lower part of the device forward into the holder.
When the device is placed straight over the connector in the holder, take the device straight downward so the
connector is connected. Carefully, press striaght downward on top of the device until you hear/feel it snaps into
place. To remove the device from the holder: Press the device straight upward so the top part of the holder slides
upward. When the device is set free from the connector, pull the lower part of the device toward you and slide the
device downward out of the holder.  
 
4. The holder is in place.
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